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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover the lifechanging memoir that has inspired millions of readers
through the Academy Award®–winning actor’s
unflinching honesty, unconventional wisdom, and
lessons learned the hard way about living with greater
satisfaction. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN “McConaughey’s book
invites us to grapple with the lessons of his life as he
did—and to see that the point was never to win, but to
understand.”—Mark Manson, author of The Subtle Art of
Not Giving a F*ck I’ve been in this life for fifty years,
been trying to work out its riddle for forty-two, and been
keeping diaries of clues to that riddle for the last thirtyfive. Notes about successes and failures, joys and
sorrows, things that made me marvel, and things that
made me laugh out loud. How to be fair. How to have
less stress. How to have fun. How to hurt people less.
How to get hurt less. How to be a good man. How to
have meaning in life. How to be more me. Recently, I
worked up the courage to sit down with those diaries. I
found stories I experienced, lessons I learned and forgot,
poems, prayers, prescriptions, beliefs about what
matters, some great photographs, and a whole bunch of
bumper stickers. I found a reliable theme, an approach to
living that gave me more satisfaction, at the time, and
still: If you know how, and when, to deal with life’s
challenges—how to get relative with the inevitable—you
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can enjoy a state of success I call “catching
greenlights.” So I took a one-way ticket to the desert and
wrote this book: an album, a record, a story of my life so
far. This is fifty years of my sights and seens, felts and
figured-outs, cools and shamefuls. Graces, truths, and
beauties of brutality. Getting away withs, getting caughts,
and getting wets while trying to dance between the
raindrops. Hopefully, it’s medicine that tastes good, a
couple of aspirin instead of the infirmary, a spaceship to
Mars without needing your pilot’s license, going to
church without having to be born again, and laughing
through the tears. It’s a love letter. To life. It’s also a
guide to catching more greenlights—and to realizing that
the yellows and reds eventually turn green too. Good
luck.
The award-winning anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner
draws on her longstanding interest in theories of cultural
practice to rethink key concepts of culture, agency, and
subjectivity.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that
EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical
managers devote more than a quarter of their time to
resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games offers a wealth of activities and
exercises for groups of any size that let you manage
your business (instead of managing personalities). Part
of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide
offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that
empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective
communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your
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organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale
Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more
Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a
safe environment for teams to explore several common
forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easyto-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500
corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the
exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Addresses ethical and aesthetic issues in three major
works by Henry James.
A notable contribution to our understanding of ourselves.
This book explores the realm of human behavior in social
situations and the way that we appear to others. Dr.
Goffman uses the metaphor of theatrical performance as
a framework. Each person in everyday social intercourse
presents himself and his activity to others, attempts to
guide and cotnrol the impressions they form of him, and
employs certain techniques in order to sustain his
performance, just as an actor presents a character to an
audience. The discussions of these social techniques
offered here are based upon detailed research and
observation of social customs in many regions.
Unravelling the genealogies and permutations of
conspiracist worldviews, this work shows how this web of
urban legends has spread among sub-cultures on the
Internet and through mass media, and how this
phenomenon relates to larger changes in American
culture.
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Acting Chinese is a year-long course that, together
with the companion website, integrates language
learning with the acquisition of cultural knowledge,
and treats culture as an integral part of human
behavior and communication. Using modern day
examples of Chinese discourse and behavioral
culture, it trains students to perform in culturally
appropriate fashion, whilst developing a systematic
awareness and knowledge about Chinese
philosophy, values and belief systems that will
prepare them for further advanced study of Chinese
language and culture. Each lesson contains
simulated real-life communication scenarios that aim
to provide a concrete opportunity to see how native
speakers generally communicate or behave in social
situations. An essential guide for intermediate to
advanced level second language learners, Acting
Chinese provides a unique and modern approach to
the acquisition of both cultural knowledge and
language proficiency.
(Applause Books). A master actor who's appeared in
an enormous number of films, starring with everyone
from Nicholson to Kermit the Frog, Michael Caine is
uniquely qualified to provide his view of making
movies. This revised and expanded edition features
great photos, with chapters on: Preparation, In Front
of the Camera Before You Shoot, The Take,
Characters, Directors, On Being a Star, and much
more. "Remarkable material ... A treasure ... I'm not
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going to be looking at performances quite the same
way ... FASCINATING!" Gene Siskel
Commentators from Bill Cosby to Barack Obama
have observed the phenomenon of black
schoolchildren accusing studious classmates of
"acting white." How did this contentious phrase, with
roots in Jim Crow-era racial discord, become a part
of the schoolyard lexicon, and what does it say about
the state of racial identity in the American system of
education?The answer, writes Stuart Buck in this
frank and thoroughly researched book, lies in the
complex history of desegregation. Although it arose
from noble impulses and was to the overall benefit of
the nation, racial desegegration was often
implemented in a way that was devastating to black
communities. It frequently destroyed black schools,
reduced the numbers of black principals who could
serve as role models, and made school a strange
and uncomfortable environment for black children, a
place many viewed as quintessentially
"white."Drawing on research in education, history,
and sociology as well as articles, interviews, and
personal testimony, Buck reveals the unexpected
result of desegregation and suggests practical
solutions for making racial identification a positive
force in the classroom.
This book's strategies and tools help school leaders
explore urgent and uncomfortable issues of race,
bias, and privilege with their teachers throughout the
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school year.
Black Acting Methods seeks to offer alternatives to
the Euro-American performance styles that many
actors find themselves working with. A wealth of
contributions from directors, scholars and actor
trainers address afrocentric processes and
aesthetics, and interviews with key figures in Black
American theatre illuminate their methods. This
ground-breaking collection is an essential resource
for teachers, students, actors and directors seeking
to reclaim, reaffirm or even redefine the role and
contributions of Black culture in theatre arts.
A startling and profound exploration of how Jewish
history is exploited to comfort the living. Renowned
and beloved as a prizewinning novelist, Dara Horn
has also been publishing penetrating essays since
she was a teenager. Often asked by major
publications to write on subjects related to Jewish
culture—and increasingly in response to a recent
wave of deadly antisemitic attacks—Horn was
troubled to realize what all of these assignments had
in common: she was being asked to write about
dead Jews, never about living ones. In these essays,
Horn reflects on subjects as far-flung as the
international veneration of Anne Frank, the
mythology that Jewish family names were changed
at Ellis Island, the blockbuster traveling exhibition
Auschwitz, the marketing of the Jewish history of
Harbin, China, and the little-known life of the
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"righteous Gentile" Varian Fry. Throughout, she
challenges us to confront the reasons why there
might be so much fascination with Jewish deaths,
and so little respect for Jewish lives unfolding in the
present. Horn draws upon her travels, her research,
and also her own family life—trying to explain
Shakespeare’s Shylock to a curious ten-year-old,
her anger when swastikas are drawn on desks in her
children’s school, the profound perspective offered
by traditional religious practice and study—to assert
the vitality, complexity, and depth of Jewish life
against an antisemitism that, far from being
disarmed by the mantra of "Never forget," is on the
rise. As Horn explores the (not so) shocking attacks
on the American Jewish community in recent years,
she reveals the subtler dehumanization built into the
public piety that surrounds the Jewish past—making
the radical argument that the benign reverence we
give to past horrors is itself a profound affront to
human dignity.
"Cabinet cards were America's main format for
photographic portraiture through last three decades of
the nineteenth century. Standardized at 6 1/2-by-4
1/4-inches, they were just large enough to reveal
extensive detail, leading to the incorporation of elaborate
poses, backdrops, and props. Inexpensive and sold by
the dozen, they transformed getting one's portrait made
from a formal event taken up once or twice in a lifetime
into a commonplace practice shared with friends. The
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cards reinforced middle class Americans' sense of
family. They allowed people to show off their material
achievements and comforts, and the best cards
projected an informal immediacy that encouraged
viewers feel emotionally connected with those portrayed.
The phenomenon even led sitters to act out before the
camera. By making photographs an easygoing fact of
life, the cards set the root for the snapshot and even
today's photo sharing. This first-ever in-depth
examination of the cabinet card phenomena, assembled
by Dr. John Rohrbach, senior curator of photographs at
the Amon Carter Museum of American Art, takes the
form of a major travelling exhibition and book. The
project finds its roots in the work of New York City
photography Napoleon Sarony who, starting in the
1860s, made cabinet cards his central tool for marketing
the stars of the day. The project reveals how in reaction
to the cards' ubiquity, photographers across the United
States worked assiduously to set their businesses apart
through use of elaborate, often incongruous, backdrops,
overlays, and promotional advertising printed on both
sides of the cards. It highlights how the cards
transformed photography from a formal event into an
avenue for personal expression where sitters took full
advantage of photography's realism while openly playing
with the medium's believability. In short, cabinet cards
made photography modern. Essays by Rohrbach,
Salvesen, and Pauwels address how cabinet cards
reflected and encouraged the wide embrace of
photography (Rohrbach), an in-depth essay on California
photographer R. J. Arnold, who built a successful smallPage 8/17
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town business on the cabinet card (Salvesen), and an
essay on New York City photographer Napoleon
Sarony's innovative efforts using his patented Posing
Apparatus"-This best-selling comprehensive book conveys the
relevance of sociology by presenting a timely collection
of theories, research, and examples -- including its
signature first-person accounts that open many chapters.
These lived experiences are relevant to students and
introduce themes that provide a framework for learning
the chapter material. Kendall's vivid and inviting writing
style, emphasis on applications, and eye for compelling
current examples further highlight sociology's relevance
to all students. Now in its eleventh edition, SOCIOLOGY
IN OUR TIMES is acclaimed for being the first textbook
to integrate race, class, and gender issues, and for its
thorough presentation of sociological theory, including
contemporary perspectives such as feminism and
postmodernism. This edition focuses more on
social/global change and on the contemporary world,
presenting such current debates as bullying and social
media abuse, digital-age methods to increase school
attendance, food trucks and the spread of culture,
modern slavery, and weight bias. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
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has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Both a critical account of contemporary feminist
performance and illustration of its depth and diversity,
Acting Out is essential reading for anyone interested in
feminist theory, sexual difference, queer theory, or the
politics of contemporary performance. Contributors
include Philip Auslander, C. Carr, Kate Davy, Joyce
Devlin, Elin Diamond, Jill Dolan, Hillary Harris, Lynda
Hart, Lynda M. Hill, Julie Malnig, Vivan M. Patraka,
Peggy Phelan, Janelle Reinelt, Sandra L. Richards, Amy
Robinson, Judy C. Rosenthal, Rebecca Schneider,
Raewyn Whyte, and Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor
or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select
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the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab
& Mastering products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register
for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products.
Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a
used book with an access code, the access code may
have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than
Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the
seller prior to purchase. -- What It Takes: Academic
Writing in College prepares the reader for the most
common college writing assignments: the summary, the
critique, the synthesis, and the analysis.
"This best-selling combination rhetoric and thematically
organized reader shows students how to analyze all
kinds of arguments, not just essays and editorials, but
clothes, smartphone apps, ads, and Web site designs,
and then how to use what they learn to write their own
effective arguments. Newly streamlined and featuring ePages that take argument online, its signature engaging,
informal, and jargon-free instruction emphasizes cultural
currency, humor, and visual argument."--Back cover.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER IS NOW A
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MAJOR-MOTION PICTURE DIRECTED BY RON HOWARD
AND STARRING AMY ADAMS, GLENN CLOSE, AND
GABRIEL BASSO "You will not read a more important book
about America this year."—The Economist "A riveting
book."—The Wall Street Journal "Essential reading."—David
Brooks, New York Times Hillbilly Elegy is a passionate and
personal analysis of a culture in crisis—that of white workingclass Americans. The disintegration of this group, a process
that has been slowly occurring now for more than forty years,
has been reported with growing frequency and alarm, but has
never before been written about as searingly from the inside.
J. D. Vance tells the true story of what a social, regional, and
class decline feels like when you were born with it hung
around your neck. The Vance family story begins hopefully in
postwar America. J. D.’s grandparents were “dirt poor and in
love,” and moved north from Kentucky’s Appalachia region
to Ohio in the hopes of escaping the dreadful poverty around
them. They raised a middle-class family, and eventually one
of their grandchildren would graduate from Yale Law School,
a conventional marker of success in achieving generational
upward mobility. But as the family saga of Hillbilly Elegy plays
out, we learn that J.D.'s grandparents, aunt, uncle, sister,
and, most of all, his mother struggled profoundly with the
demands of their new middle-class life, never fully escaping
the legacy of abuse, alcoholism, poverty, and trauma so
characteristic of their part of America. With piercing honesty,
Vance shows how he himself still carries around the demons
of his chaotic family history. A deeply moving memoir, with its
share of humor and vividly colorful figures, Hillbilly Elegy is
the story of how upward mobility really feels. And it is an
urgent and troubling meditation on the loss of the American
dream for a large segment of this country.
Students are bombarded every day with cultural messages
laden with unstated rules about what makes our work
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valuable, our bodies ideal, our connections meaningful.
Acting Out Culture helps students empower themselves to
use writing to speak back to their culture and question its
rules. The first two editions have appealed especially to those
students who are not full participants in the dominant culture,
as well as to their instructors, who want to help those
students to see how subtle (and not so subtle) cultural forces
can shape their lives—and how they can challenge and resist
those forces. The new edition of Acting Out Culture builds on
that success, providing provocative readings (more than 50
percent of them new) that challenge the rules we live by;
pedagogical tools to encourage students to think and write
critically about their culture; and instructional support
featuring sample syllabi, additional discussion topics, and
ideas for teaching with visuals and online content. And now
with the new edition, you can meet students where they are:
online. Our newest set of online materials, LaunchPad Solo,
provides all the key tools and course-specific content that you
need to teach your class. Get all our great course-specific
materials in one fully customizable space online; then assign
and mix our resources with yours. To package LaunchPad
Solo free with Acting Out Culture, use ISBN
978-1-319-01052-2.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the
counterproductive reactions white people have when their
assumptions about race are challenged, and how these
reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary,
and beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator
Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white
fragility and “allows us to understand racism as a practice not
restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the
defensive moves that white people make when challenged
racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as
anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
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argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function
to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it
protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage
more constructively.
Cultural messages bombard students daily, laden with
unstated rules about what makes our work valuable, our
bodies ideal, our connections meaningful. Acting Out Culture
empowers students to critically read those messages and use
writing to speak back to their culture and question its rules.
This book appeals especially to those students who are not
full participants in the dominant culture, as well as to their
instructors, who want to help students see how subtle (and
not so subtle) cultural forces can shape their lives--and how
they can challenge and resist those forces. The new edition
of Acting Out Culture builds on that success, with provocative
readings (more than 50 percent of them new) that challenge
the rules we live by; pedagogical tools to encourage students
to read, think, and write critically about their culture; and
instructional support featuring sample syllabi, additional
discussion topics, and ideas for teaching with visuals and
online content.
Regarded as one of the most influential management books
of all time, this fourth edition of Leadership and
Organizational Culture transforms the abstract concept of
culture into a tool that can be used to better shape the
dynamics of organization and change. This updated edition
focuses on today's business realities. Edgar Schein draws on
a wide range of contemporary research to redefine culture
and demonstrate the crucial role leaders play in successfully
applying the principles of culture to achieve their
organizational goals.
Students are bombarded every day with media messages
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laden with rules: how true patriots should act, how healthy
people eat, what real women should look like. Acting Out
Culture is the first thematic composition reader to focus
students' attention beyond what rules and norms govern their
everyday behavior to how the rules themselves have been
shaped over time. The author, James Miller, has drawn on his
cutting-edge expertise in cultural analysis to help students
inquire into those social norms and respond with writing that
positions them as citizens making informed decisions about
their world.

Strengthen family and community engagement to
promote equity and increase student success! When
schools, families, and communities collaborate and
share responsibility for students' education, more
students succeed in school. Based on 30 years of
research and fieldwork, this fourth edition of a bestseller
provides tools and guidelines to use to develop more
effective and equitable programs of family and
community engagement. Written by a team of wellknown experts, this foundational text demonstrates a
proven approach to implement and sustain inclusive,
goal-oriented programs. Readers will find: Many
examples and vignettes Rubrics and checklists for
implementation of plans CD-ROM complete with slides
and notes for workshop presentations
This innovative and widely praised volume uses the
dramatic occupation of Tiananmen Square as the
foundation for rethinking the cultural dimensions of
Chinese politics. Now in a revised and expanded second
edition, the book includes enhanced coverage of key
issues, such as the political dimensions of popular
culture (addressed in a new chapter on C
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Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just
have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know
about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith
and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho
introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of
Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made
possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
The best actor never gets the role. But the right actor
always gets hired and if you want to be the right actor,
you need to create a well-paved pathway through the
traffic jam that can slow you down, divert your attention
and create stress behind the wheel of the career you're
committed to driving forward. It's your journey and it's
time for a career tune up, even if you're just starting out
In this revised and expanded Next Edition to his popular
book for actors, talent manager, educator and author
Brad Lemack tackles the tough challenges actors face in
seeking, building and maintaining rewarding careers in
the new landscape. From the role of personal ethics and
integrity to landing the role of a lifetime, Lemack teaches
readers how to navigate through and thrive in a
continually changing landscape in an industry challenged
to redefine itself and how it does business. Whether
you're new to the business or in need of a professional
career rebranding, The New Business of Acting: The
Next Edition will empower you with a critical perspective
on how to create, map out and embark on a life-long
journey that will earn you the career-building
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opportunities you seek.
Minimize problem behavior and maximize student
success! Acting-out behavior by students manifests in
ways that make classroom management and teaching
very challenging. Building on a model using seven
phases of acting-out behavior presented in the first
edition, the newly updated edition draws on new
research in applied behavior analysis, sound
instructional principles, and functional behavior
assessment to deliver a clear roadmap for educators to
design interventions in a clear, systematic, and
achievable matter. Features include: Managing each
phase of the acting-out cycle—from structuring the
classroom, to handling escalated behavior, to recovery
Case studies that distill concrete action steps from the
book’s concepts Checklists, tools, resources, and
templates for applying the book’s principles to any
classroom
The most contemporary and relevant introduction to the
field, Cultural Psychology , third edition, is unmatched in
both its presentation of current, global experimental
research and its demonstration of how cultural
psychology is relevant to students ' lives, their society
and the world around them.
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